Here's the news you need to know.

Jim Brock just announced ezNDA beta, and he's looking for pilot teams. With Privacy Choice and MarketSpace under his belt, Brock is an established participant in the local startup scene.

A new program from UCSC offers entrepreneurs the opportunity to launch their startup companies from its Silicon Valley Campus. Priority will be given to companies connected to UCSC and the rest of the UC system, although anyone is welcome to apply. SVLink is now accepting applications.

Wonder what blockchain is? Watch PayStand CEO Jeremy Almond talk about B2B payments and blockchain in an in depth video interview.

CEO, COO, CIO. Do you know what a CEH20 is? You're about to find out.

There's more so scroll down and start reading!
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"The future of NDAs involved bots," says Jim Brock as he announces the beta release of ezNDA. Read this article.

SVLink: A new tech incubator from UCSC offers convenient access to Silicon Valley. Read this article.

What is this blockchain wave that we see coming? Learn about blockchain and B2B payments in this video interview with PayStand CEO Jeremy Almond. Watch this video.

PayStand combines blockchain tech with software services to digitize the paper check and automate a hefty chunk of the accounting department’s manual work. Read this article.
CEH20? Buoy likes big ideas about water. They've announced their Chief Evangelist for Water. Read this article.

Washington, D.C.'s Route Fifty on Santa Cruz County: The FCC could help make good local broadband models great. Read this article.

ICYMI, watch Buoy CEO Keri Waters talk about Leaky toilets and broken sprinkler heads. leaky toilets and broken sprinkler heads on CNN Tech. It might not sound glamorous but it's great national visibility. Watch the video.

Jobs/Internships

- View all job openings
- Post a job (free)

Events

Note: Dates, times, and locations are all subject to change. Be sure to check the event website, just in case!

- Tue Feb 27, 6-7:30pm: Introduction to 2018 Startup Challenge Competition.
Watsonville.

- Wed Feb 28, 8am-4pm: Monterey County Business Council Infrastructure Summit, Seaside.

- Wed Feb 28, 2-6pm: Women in Ag and Tech: Challenges and Opportunities at CSUMB, Seaside.

- Wed Feb 28, 5:30: Santa Cruz County AgTech Meetup at Driscoll's, 300 Westridge Drive, Watsonville.

- Thu Mar 1, 6-7:30pm: Introduction to 2018 Startup Challenge Competition, Marina.

- Thu Mar 1, 6-7:30pm: Introduction to 2018 Startup Challenge Competition, Salinas.

- Thu Mar 1, 6-7:30pm: Introduction to 2018 Startup Challenge Competition, Hollister.

View more events on our EVENTS page.
Santa Cruz Tech Beat is the heartbeat of TECH in our region. News, Events, Jobs, Resources, Thought Leadership, and more!

Visit our website, follow on Facebook, Twitter, and Google+.
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